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Abstract

Although “soft threat” is a modern concept, it’s always been present in 
security predicaments as well as cultural and political events. The threatening 
have used it as a tool in pushing aside their rivals; while the threatened have 
used various models for defense against it. Imam Kāẓim (as), contemporaneous 
with a complicated era, succeeded in immunizing the Shia society against the 
cultural and political soft threats while righteously guiding them by using a 
successful framework. The main question answered in this paper concerns the 
standards of his Majesty’s systemic approach against these soft threats and the 
constituent elements of this frame. The article utilizes a documentary method 
and a descriptive-analytical process for a scientific answer to the proposed 
question while achieving the intended goals. The research hypothesis is the 
behavioral logic of consistent unity in the multiplicity of a cultural society while 
in the way of exposure to soft threats. The findings indicate that Imam Riḍa’s 
countermeasures during the complexity of his era had possessed resolute 
logic and principles while the spirit of religious teachings and divine commands 
was apparent in his actions. At the same time, the secondary nature of this 
model was shaped because of the special circumstances at the time of Imam’s 
life in terms of the sociopolitical conditions, the sites of the threats and the 
threatening, and the complicated case regarding the position of the Shia. This 
research concluded that a successful Islamic model comprises two pillars: a 
fixed and inviolable pillar that originates from religious principles, and a variable 
element that is subject to the requirements of the time and is in accordance with 
the conditions regarding the threat’s space and time of occurrence; this has 
issued the nature of unity to Imam’s standard of approach while being confined 
in the multiplicity of the society at the time.
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